Based on improvements to an existing three-step model for cache timing-based attacks, this work presents 88 Strong types of theoretical timing-based vulnerabilities in processor caches. It also presents and implements a new benchmark suite that can be used to test if processor cache is vulnerable to one of the attacks. In total, there are 1094 automatically-generated test programs which cover the 88 Strong theoretical vulnerabilities. The benchmark suite generates the Cache Timing Vulnerability Score (CTVS) which can be used to evaluate how vulnerable a specific cache implementation is to different attacks. A smaller CTVS means the design is more secure. Evaluation is conducted on commodity Intel and AMD processors and shows how the differences in processor implementations can result in different types of attacks that they are vulnerable to. Further, the benchmarks and the CTVS can be used in simulation to help designers of new secure processors and caches evaluate their designs' susceptibility to cache timing-based attacks.
Introduction
Cache timing channels have long been used to deploy attacks that can reconstruct sensitive data, especially secrets such as cryptographic keys [2, 3, 35, 41] . They usually make use of the timing difference in the memory operations between observing a cache hit and a cache miss to derive the victim's secrets. Since 2018, the cache timing-based attacks have gained new attention due to their use in Spectre [24] and Meltdown [29] attacks.
With the long history of attacks, there are also many defenses proposed or deployed in software, e.g., [7, 25] , and in hardware, e.g., [4, 6, 14, 21-23, 28, 30, 31, 37, 40, 43-45, 47, 49, 50, 54, 55] . However, existing defenses can usually only prevent a subset of the attacks. For example, RIC [21] cache has been shown to be able to defend the Prime+Probe type of attacks [35, 36] , but is vulnerable to the Flush+Reload [53] type of attacks. More importantly, so far most researchers have focused on coming up with individual attacks (and defenses for them), and there has been limited work on understanding all possible types of attacks.
To address the need to understand and evaluate all the different possible types of attacks, this paper presents both a theoretical model of all possible timing-based attacks in caches, and a benchmark suite that can test for the theoretical vulnerabilities on real processors, or simulations of new designs. A key part of this work is an improved three-step model. Compared to our existing work [11] , the new three-step model additionally considers: (1) differences in "local" and "remote" cores for making the timing observations and running the victim or the attacker code, (2) the victim and attacker running in hyper-threading or time-slicing, (3) using both read and write operations as memory accesses in the potential attacks (all but one prior work only considered reads), and (4) two types of cache line invalidation operations, through flush instruction, or using cache coherence by writing on "remote" core to invalidate "local" core's cache lines. The new three-step model shows 32 new types of timing-based vulnerabilities not considered before, which is in addition to the new attacks found in the original three-step model [11] .
Based upon the new three-step model, we derive that there are in total 88 Strong type of vulnerabilities, including 32 new ones. For these vulnerabilities, we write scripts to automatically generate a total of 1094 benchmarks, which consider different variants for each vulnerability, such as using reads vs. using writes. The benchmarks are then used to test commodity Intel and AMD machines (workstations and servers in lab and machines in Amazon's EC2 cloud). The benchmarks can also be run on simulators to evaluate new types of secure processor caches. The benchmarks are further used to generate a new Cache Timing Vulnerability Score (CTVS), which can help evaluate how different processors are vulnerable to different attacks -differences in the processor implementations mean that not all processors have the same vulnerabilities. Based on the CTVS, designers can have a better understanding of the vulnerabilities in their designs and can develop new defenses. The defenses can, for example, be customized to vulnerabilities that CTVS detects on the given processor, instead of a one-size-fits-all defense.
While the paper focuses on the 88 Strong types of vulnerabilities for the benchmark design, we also generated benchmarks for all 4913 possible three-step combinations in the three-step model. Based on the results, there are no more effective ones that are found apart from the 88 vulnerabilities.
Contributions
The contributions of this work are as follows:
• Improved modeling of processors' behavior to derive a set of 88 Strong timing-based cache vulnerabilities using the three-step model, including 32 new ones compared to our prior work [11] . • Development of the first automatically-generated benchmark suite that is used to evaluate processor caches' vulnerability to all possible timing attacks. • Evaluation of the benchmarks on Intel and AMD processors in the lab and on Amazon's Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2) servers. • Generation of Cache Timing Vulnerability Score for different processors to understand which attacks they are vulnerable to, and to be able to evaluate and customize defenses. • Validation of the three-step model using the benchmarks, demonstrating no benchmarks beyond the ones corresponding to the 88 Strong types of vulnerabilities (in addition to Weak and repeat types) show vulnerabilities on the tested systems.
The benchmark related code used in this paper will be released under open-source license at https://caslab.csl. yale.edu/code/cache-security-benchmarks/.
Background
This section presents background on cache timing-based attacks, the existing three-step model, and existing metrics used to help understand vulnerabilities of caches to timing attacks.
Timing of Memory Operations and Caches
Processor caches are the key to helping processors maintain high performance when accessing data. However, the caches are of finite size, not all data can fit in them, and timing related to the memory operations involving caches, such as accesses resulting in cache hits and misses, can reveal information about the addresses or even data (for instruction caches it may be possible to reveal information about instructions as well). In general, two types of memory-related operations exhibit timing variations that can be abused for timing-based side or covert channel attacks in processor data caches. First, memory access operations, such as loads and stores can be fast (e.g., a cache hit) or slow (e.g., a cache miss). Second, invalidation-related operations, such as cache flush, can be fast (e.g., there is no dirty data in cache so flush finishes quickly) or slow (e.g., there is dirty data in the cache so it has to be written back, resulting in longer timing).
Timing-Based Attacks on Processor Caches
Researchers have proposed to use the timing differences in memory-related operations to attack software, e.g., [1-3, 17, 36] . Especially, the timing-based side-channel attacks often focus on cryptographic applications, e.g., attacks on software using AES encryption or decryption with table lookups [8] . Further, there are many timingbased covert-channel attacks, where the sender and receiver cooperate to leak data, e.g., there are cache covert channels focusing on the last-level cache mentioned in study [32] and cross-core cache covert channels [33] . And most recently, timing-based channels are used as a part of Spectre and Meltdown transient-execution attacks, e.g., [24, 27, 29, 39 ].
Previous Three-Step Model for Timing-Based Attacks in Caches
Our prior work [11] has presented a systematic approach to find all possible cache timing-based vulnerabilities.
The model was established based on two observations: all existing cache timing attacks focusing on the data are within three memory operations, and timing attacks can be analyzed by checking the behavior of one cache block (since all blocks are updated in the same manner by the cache logic). [11] .
State Description
The cache block contains a specific memory location brought in by the victim, which is at an address unknown to the attacker but within the set of sensitive memory locations . The cache block state can be anything except in the cache block. The data and its address are "removed" from the cache block by the victim.
or
The cache block contains a specific memory location , brought in by a memory access by the attacker, , or the victim, . The address is within the range of sensitive locations and known to the attacker.
The cache block contains a memory address , brought in by a memory access by the attacker, , or the victim, . The address is within the range and not the same as , but it maps to the same cache block as , i.e. it "aliases" to . The address is known to the attacker.
The cache block contains a memory address brought in by a memory access by the attacker, , or the victim, . The address is not within the range and known to the attacker.
The data and its address are "removed" from the cache block by the attacker, , or the victim, , as a result of cache block being invalidated.
The cache block state can be anything except . The data and its address are "removed" from the cache block by the attacker, , or the victim, .
or
or The cache block state can be anything except . The data and its address are "removed" from the cache block by the attacker, , or the victim, .
⋆
Any data, or no data, can be in the cache block. The attacker has no knowledge of the memory address in this cache block.
Following these observations, our work [11] presented a three-step model focusing on one cache block for evaluating all possible timing-based attacks. Further, a soundness analysis of the three-step model was performed to show that three steps are sufficient to model all the timing-based attacks in caches. In the three-step model, each step represents the state of the cache line after a memory-related operation is performed. First, there is a initial step that sets the cache line into a known state. Second, there is a step that modifies the state of the cache line. Finally, there is the last step, based on the timing of which, the change in the state of the cache line is observed. Each of the steps can be performed by the attacker (A) or the victim (V). The goal of the prior study [11] was to find which three-step combinations can represent timing attacks from which the attacker learns information about the unknown address accessed by the victim. We listed 17 possible states for a cache line, shown in Table 1 . Among these states, represents that the state is a result of the victim's operation, while represents that the state is a result of the attacker's operation. denotes the set of virtual memory addresses storing addresses of sensitive data, and denotes the victim's secret address within which is unknown to the attacker. , and denote known memory addresses that map to the same cache line. refers to an address outside of , while the others are the address within . The attacker's goal is to obtain , which could be the same as or , maps to the same set as , and , or not.
Given that there are 17 states and 3 steps, there are in total 17 3 = 4913 possible combinations of three steps that can be derived. The prior analysis demonstrated that 72 of the three-step combinations are Strong effective vulnerabilities, where the attacker can obtain the value of the unknown address unambiguously with fast or slow timing. Meanwhile, 64 patterns were shown to be Weak effective vulnerabilities, where there are timing differences according to different values of , but no single timing corresponds to a unique possible value of . Based on the analysis, the prior work [11] showed that 29 out of 72 vulnerabilities maped to existing cache attacks. The other 43 types were considered new without corresponding attacks in literature at that time.
Our prior work [11] , however, was limited in how it modeled the caches. In particular, it did not consider: read vs. write accesses, invalidation using flush instruction vs. invalidation using cache coherence, multithreading, and multicore system, and the possibility that there are more than just one "fast" and one "slow" timing in memory-related operation. Also, the work did not present any code or benchmarks for realizing and testing for the possible types of vulnerabilities.
Meanwhile, this paper improves our model of caches, presents a set of 88 Strong vulnerability types, including 32 types not in prior work [11] , implements benchmarks for testing commodity processors, and validates the theoretical analysis by running all possible three-step combinations to show no other types of timing differences (and thus vulnerabilities) exist.
Metrics for Vulnerabilities in Caches
A few existing papers have explored different types of metrics to try to understand security of caches. One study [56] leveraged mutual information to measure potential cache side-channel leakage. Another work [18] modeled cache interference using probabilistic information flow graph. However, both of the studies [18, 56] only examined limited attacks including Evict + Time attack [35] , Cache Collision attack [3] , Bernstein's attack [2] , Prime + Probe attack [35, 36] , and Flush + Reload attack [53] . In a separate work, an analytical model was proposed in study [13] to track the fraction of the victim's critical items accessible in the cache to determine leakage. In a different work, SVF [10] metric measured information leakage by measuring the signalto-noise ratio in an attacker's observations. Meanwhile, CSV [57] metric used direct correlation, in place of phase correlation used by SVF, to measure leakage. The analytical model [13] , SVF [10] , and CSV [57] all only evaluated Prime + Probe attack [35, 36] . Besides, another work [26] quantified the cache side-channel leakage but mainly focused on access-driven attacks such as Evict + Time Attack [35] . CacheD [42] identified cache-based timing channels but mainly targeted access-driven attacks such as Evict + Time Attack [35] and time-driven attacks such as Bernstein's Attack [2] . SCADET [38] provided a side-channel detection tool targeting Prime + Probe attack [35, 36] . Moreover, the timing-channel toolkit Mastik [52] was previously presented to experiment with micro-architectural side-channel attacks, but only consider three specific cache timing-based attack types: Prime+Probe [35, 36] , Flush+Reload [53] and Flush+Flush [16] .
This work is the first work to actually test for all possible timing-based vulnerabilities in caches, not just verify the cases concerning one or few attacks. It is also the first that presents code which can be run on commodity processors and which can generate the Cache Timing Vulnerability Score (CTVS) to evaluate different processors' caches.
Modeling for Cache Timing Attacks
The goal of this work is to present the first set of benchmarks which can be used to evaluate all the vulnerabilities of processor caches to timing-based attacks. Such attacks can be used, for example, by Spectre variants, e.g., [24, 27, 29, 39] , to extract sensitive information. For each benchmark, if there is observable timing difference on a particular processor, it means that the processor may be vulnerable to the corresponding attack.
Assumptions and Threat Model
We assume that there is a victim process running on the CPU core and performing secret-dependent memory accesses. There is also a malicious attacker process on the same or different CPU core, whose aim is to determine a secret memory address or address index used by the victim. Both attacker's and victim's accesses affect a cache block in one of the L1 data caches, through which a possible timing channel exists.
The goal of the benchmarks is to evaluate for which types of accesses by the victim and the attacker there is indeed a timing-based vulnerability in caches. The presented benchmarks are not actual security exploits, rather they implement memory-related operations that correspond to all possible timing-based attacks. Each benchmark outputs whether there is a statistically significant timing difference that the attacker could observe to extract information from the timing channel about the secret and unknown address of the victim.
The current model focuses on all possible timing-based attacks in the L1 data cache. The model includes uses of any memory-related operations (load, store, flush) and cache coherence protocol. The model assumes a multi-core and possibly hyper-threading processor, with a cache hierarchy of local and remote L1 cache, L2 cache, and a shared L3 cache (which is possibly divided into different cache slices).
Current benchmarks do not consider timing-based attacks of other levels in cache hierarchy besides L1, but it should be straightforward to extend to the other levels. We do not consider directory-related attacks [51] or attacks based on replacement policy [48] , but it should be possible to model these by adding more states to the model (and still keep an only total of three steps). This work does not cover TLB attacks [15, 19] , but there is already a theoretical model for TLBs [12] , and similar benchmarks can be developed for TLB attacks (possibly merge with our benchmarks).
The work considers more than just "fast" and "slow" timings. This means that the influence of structures such as Miss Status Holding Registers (MSHRs), load and store buffers between processor and caches, and line-fill buffers between cache levels are accounted for. However, benchmarks for timing attacks that are just due to these structures could likely be developed. Our analysis is also general for all the cases of the three-step model and we do not differentiate if the access is from the instruction or a prefetcher.
The flush operation in this work refers to the clflush instruction in x86, which causes data to be flushed from all levels of caches (including data in other cores) back to the main memory. The timing are measured from when each of the memory-related operations is issued until the instruction commits in the processor pipeline.
Improved Modeling of Real Processors
We expand the original model [11] by considering more realistic cases for a processor's memory-related operation. The expanded modeling allows us to cover all possible attacks, and uncover new vulnerabilities. For example, some proposals [50] discuss disabling flush instruction to prevent Flush+Reload [53] based attacks. However, because we consider different flush operations, our benchmarks show that using remote access to invalidate (flush) the cache could also result in a vulnerability.
Timing Observation on Local vs. Remote Core. Our cache attack model assumes a multi-core system and possibly a hyper-threading system as well. We model all possible data movements considered in this work. The timing is for the timing observation step, i.e. 3, in the tested three-step patterns. Note, different processors have different timing, and not all different types of data movements can be distinguished on different processors. The data is presented for Intel Xeon E5-1620 (a, c, e) and Intel Xeon E5-2690 (b, d, f) processors. Numbers in the "{}" in the legend denote the different data movement types. {1} -{22} correspond to read operation, {23} -{44} correspond to write operation, {45} -{66} correspond to flush operation, to access clean L1 data, clean L2 data, clean L3 data, remote clean L1 data, remote clean L2 data, remote clean L3 data, dirty L1 data, dirty L2 data, dirty L3 data, remote dirty L1 data, remote dirty L2 data, remote dirty L3 data, DRAM data, clean data in both L1 and remote L1, clean data in both L1 and remote L2, clean data in both L1 and remote L3, clean data in both L2 and remote L1, clean data in both L2 and remote L2, clean data in both L2 and remote L3, clean data in both L3 and remote L1, clean data in both L3 and remote L2, clean data in both L3 and remote L3, respectively. Numbers in the "()" in the legend show the average cycles needed for completing that type of memory operation. The axis shows the access latency in cycles.
such a system using two cores: a "local" and a "remote" core, each with L1, L2, and shared L3 caches. The target cache block is located in the local core. Remote core affects the target cache block on the local core by using cache coherence protocol. E.g., perform write operations on the remote core to invalidate the local core's data using cache coherence protocol. As future work, more detailed modeling of multi-core system can be done.
For each read, write or flush operation, it may target the data that is in the local L1 cache, L2 cache, or L3 cache slice, or that is in the remote L1 cache, L2 cache, or L3 cache slice. The cache block can be either in a clean or dirty state for the above 6 locations (6× 2 = 12 types). The clean data may also be in both local or remote core, which can be in any cache hierarchy (L1, L2, or L3 cache) for both cores (3 × 3 = 9 types). Otherwise, the data is not in any level of the cache hierarchy, i.e., it is in the DRAM (1 type). We consider all these 66 timings (3 operations × (12 + 9 + 1) = 66) to be different from each other and use these 66 types of timings in our three-step cache simulator, discussed in Section 4, to determine if a three-step combination can be used in an attack. Figure 1 shows the histograms of these 66 types of timing observations for Intel Xeon E5-1620 and E5-2690 processors. Based on the histograms, we found that some operations are differentiable from each other, while some are not. In general, the timing is processor-specific, so we need to consider and examine all various cache timings and cannot just assume "fast" and "slow" timings as was done previously [11] .
Hyper-Threading vs. Time-Slicing. We consider that the victim and the attacker on one core can either run in time-slicing setting or run in parallel as two hyper-threads (if there is hyper-threading support in the processor). For the case of accesses on "local" vs.
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ASPLOS '20, March 16-20, 2020 , Lausanne, Switzerland "remote" cores, the accesses on local and remote cores can be done in parallel. Read (Load) Access vs. Write (Store) Access. For operations related to memory accesses, our model considers that they can be either read (load) access or write (store) access. The timing of writes is not well explored in attacks, except for one work [5] . For example, for Flush + Reload attack, the previous attack [53] uses the load operation in the final step to reload secret data and observe timing. In our model, we also test store operation in the final step to access secret data and reveal that attacks with write in the final step are also effective, for example.
Flush vs. Write Invalidation. In our model, we consider that a flush operation can be achieved by a ℎ type instruction, that flushes data from all caches back to main memory, or that by writing the corresponding line in the remote core it will trigger cache coherence and result in the local cache line being invalidated.
Derivation of All Vulnerabilities
In this work, we build a new cache three-step simulator based on the new model discussed in Section 3.2. It considers different memory-related operations and differentiates among the 66 timing variations discussed in Section 3.2 that are related to L1 cache timing-based attack for the final timing observation step. Further, we give categorizations of vulnerabilities to find common features that attacks exploit.
Judging the Effectiveness of Three-Step Combination
In order for a three-step combination to be effective for an attack, at least the unknown victim's address should be involved in one of the three steps since is the unknown secret the attacker tries to learn. In this case, the vulnerability will have or as one or more of the three-steps to represent the operations on the secret .
Based on the 17 states shown in Table 1 , for the threestep model, the attacker tries to learn the value of by guessing if equals to: , or . denotes the address that is within the set of sensitive locations and maps to the target cache line. denotes any data address that belongs to sensitive locations and also maps to the cache line but is not . Apart from all possible sensitive address mapping to the target cache line, may not map to the target cache line the attacker is measuring. We denote these addresses as (notin-block). Therefore, can be either , , or . If the attacker is able to find access time of one value significantly different from the other two values, he or she is able to learn the value of and the corresponding three-steps is a Strong type vulnerability. Meanwhile, if the attacker is not able to clearly distinguish whether is , , or based on the timing, but there are still timing differences observed, then the corresponding attacks belong to Weak type of vulnerabilities. Otherwise, if the timing is always the same regardless of different values of , it will be an Ineffective three-step combination. Figure 3 shows the derivation process of vulnerabilities. We wrote Python scripts to develop the cache three-step simulator. The simulator takes all 4913 three-step combinations and 66 types of timing observations as input, checks and outputs the three-steps that belong to Strong, Weak vulnerabilities, or Ineffective types, respectively. For the step that is -related, since is in secure range , the possible candidates of for a cache block are , , and
New Cache Three-Step Simulator
, so the simulator checks the timing when is ,
, and , respectively. The timing variance exists if different possible values of correspond to different timings of the 66 types. We enumerate all possible operations (read/write for access, remote write/flush for invalidation) for a step and consider different timings for each operation. Therefore, each three-step pattern may have different types of timing observations. The rules from our prior three-step model work [11] are used to remove repeat and redundant three-step patterns.
As shown in Figure 3 , based on the much finer-grained categorization of timing differences, we derived in total 88 Strong effective vulnerabilities and 80 Weak effective vulnerabilities after removing repeat three-step patterns. They are shown in Figure 2 , where light-blue colored rows (in total 32 types) are the new vulnerabilities (compared to study [11] ) which we found through running of new cache three-step simulator (16 types of the original Strong effective vulnerabilities [11] become Weak vulnerabilities when considering multi-core systems). We provide new names for the new attacks in Attack Strategy in Figure 2 while re-use existing names if the attacks were presented before. As validated in Section 8 through the tested processors, there are no other effective vulnerabilities except the types we derive in Figure 2 
Categorizations of the Vulnerabilities
We first categorize different vulnerabilities as based on internal ( ) or external ( ) interference. The types that only involve the victim's behavior, , in the states of 2 and 3 are internal interference vulnerabilities ( ). The remaining ones are external interference ( ) vulnerabilities.
In prior work [11, 56] , cache vulnerabilities are categorized as hit-based and miss-based vulnerabilities, based Session 8A: Speculation and security -Life after meltdown.
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(a) Timing vulnerabilities with Step3 as memory access operation.
No. Vulnerability Type Type Attack Attack Strategy S1 S2 S3 45 [3] (b) Timing vulnerabilities with Step3 as invalidation operation. number. The Vulnerability Type column shows the three steps that define each vulnerability. The Type column proposes the categorization the vulnerability belongs to. " " and " " are for internal and external interference types, respectively. " ", " " and " " are set-based, address-based types and the types that are both set-based and address-based, respectively. The Attack column shows if a vulnerability has been previously presented in the literature. The Attack Strategy column gives a common name for each set of vulnerabilities that would be exploited in an attack in a similar manner. Inv. means invalidation. Light-blue colored rows are the vulnerabilities which are first presented in this work.
on the cache behaviors the attackers want to observe (cache misses or hits). This definition does not fit our model since there are different types of timings for L1 data hits and misses in the real machines. For example, attacks can derive information using timing difference from two types of cache misses. Therefore, we further categorize the vulnerabilities as address-based ( ) if they are able to derive the cache line address of by observing cache hit of and obtaining Session 8A: Speculation and security -Life after meltdown.
ASPLOS'20, March 16-20, 2020, Lausanne, Switzerland different timing compared with other candidate data. Setbased ( ) vulnerabilities are the ones that can know the mapped set of by conflicting and generating eviction between and candidate data addresses. The third type are the ones that potentially derive information from set or address ( ) depending on timing differences derived for all the candidates of . For example, type #33 vulnerability ⇝ ⇝ can be set-based if and are not the same but map to the same cache set, which differs in timing between {2}{8}{24}{30}, a local L2 hit, and {1}{7}{23}{29}, a local L1 hit. Or it can be address-based if maps to and 1 ( ) and 2 ( ) are accessed by different operations (read or write), which have different timing between reads of L1 clean data and dirty data, {1} and {7}, or writes of L1 clean data and dirty data, {23} and {29}.
Benchmark Implementation
For each vulnerability, there are three steps, where each can be: read or write access for a memory access operation, or flush or write in the remote core for an invalidation-related operation. Thus, there are in total of 2 3 = 8 cases considering different types of operations. Further, if the vulnerabilities have both the victim and the attacker running in one core, these two parties can run either time-slicing or multi-threading. Based on that, one case may be doubled for running in two settings. So for one vulnerability type, there are corresponding 8 -16 cases depending on the specific vulnerability. In total, there are 1094 benchmarks for all 88 Strong type vulnerabilities. We wrote C programs to automatically generate the binaries for each of the 1094 benchmarks.
Judging A Three-Step Combination
For a specific benchmark that implements one case of the three-step combinations, following the idea of the cache three-step simulator in Section 4, if the step is , the benchmarks separately test the timing when is , , or . If the step is , the benchmarks separately test the timing when is , , or
. The timing of the last step in the three-step pattern is measured. For each of the cases, there is number of trials, and Welch's t-test [46] is used to distinguish the distributions of the measured timings. We consider two distributions to be significantly different from each other if the probability of observing the data given that they come from the same distribution is less than 0.05%. For an effective vulnerability, one of the three candidates of (or ) should generate timing distribution that is statistically different from the other two candidates, which we use to extract information from the runs. This is for the Strong vulnerability types which are 88 types in total. The 80 Weak vulnerability types are not currently considered in the benchmarks but can be straightforward to add if needed. At end of each benchmark run, the benchmark outputs if there was significant timing difference -"vulnerability is found", or not -"vulnerability not found".
Timing Measurement and Noise Minimization
We use rdtsc instruction in our benchmarks to do timing measurements, which is the most effective method compared with hardware performance counters, which may be limited [16] or lacking-determinism [9] , or using a "counting" thread. AMD's rdtsc instruction is not as accurate as Intel machine's, but there are many works [19, 20] showing that it is also able to be used for cache timing-based attacks. Noise and variation in the timing measurements could further result in false negatives (if the time measurement was not accurate enough to distinguish different timings of accesses) or false positives (if timing changes resulted in timing measurement differences even though there is no timing difference). We isolate cores to reduce the software noise to minimize the false positives. To reduce the false negatives from the noise, instead of measuring just one cache block, we arbitrarily chose 8 cache blocks from different cache sets to do operation on. Further, the measurements are all repeated times and collect statistical data. The fence instructions are added between each memory-related instruction to enforce an ordering constraint for the attacks.
To reduce the variation of the timing among different cache sets and further minimize the false negatives, the timing measurement of the last step is repeated for each test if the last step is -related step. Specifically, right after the third step's timing measurement, we trigger and measure the timing of this step again, which is guaranteed to result in an L1 cache hit timing or timing to invalidate the data that is not in the caches, depending on the concrete memory operations. We then compare the timing of the third step with the repeated third step. This eliminates any variations in timing among different cache sets.
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Benchmark Code Example
First, we define probability bound of Welch's t-test (line 1) and initialize a shared array (line 2-3) used by mutexes to control the sequence of the three-step accesses. Then, the data (stored in the array) that will be accessed by the victim and the attacker is loaded into the L1 cache (line 4), and consequently possibly brought into L2 and L3 caches. We use fork() (line 6 and line 19) to create sub-process, one for the victim and one for the attacker in this example. Each remote and local victim and attacker will have one sub-process throughout the whole test. Each sub-process is assigned to a hardware thread (line 8-9, line [21] [22] . When running hyper-threading, two local or two remote sub-processes are run in different hardware threads of one CPU, if applicable. If running time-slicing, sub-processes are assigned to one hardware thread. Within each sub-process, the test will be run for a certain predefined (line 10 and line 23) times so the timing statistics can be done based on a large number of runs. We set at 600 to minimize noise and maintain a suitable test set number for Welch's t-test to measure distributions.
As discussed in Section 4.1, for all the effective vulnerabilities, there will be at least one step (or ). Within each test, the three candidate values (i.e., ,
, or ) will be tested for the or (line 11 and line 24). The "dummy operation" branch is used to avoid making the third branch to be the last branch, which we found experimentally has an abnormal stable longer timing measurement result. Figure 4 shows a test performing 1 ( , line 25-31), 2 ( , line 14-17) and 3 ( , line 32-44). Last step 3 is performed twice and results are stored (line [41] [42] [43] . The first access of 3 is done to measure if the attacker can observe timing differences when running different values of . The second access of the third step will always be a hit (fast timing, and is used to obtain baseline "fast" timing for that cache set, as we observed different cache sets can have different timing). In this case, we can collect results of difference between the first access timing and the second access timing for each candidate of to limit the possibilities that timing difference is due to different cache sets but not different values of .
In the end, Welch's t-test is first applied to each statistical distribution of candidate values for (or ) to see whether the attacker can observe different timing when refers to different addresses (line [47] [48] [49] . If the three-step patterns have -related step as the last step (implemented by u last step in line 50), to remove the noise in the timing among different cache sets, the second access timing is considered. Welch's t-test is applied to test the difference of the first and the second access of the last step 3. Only if one candidate's distribution has significant timing difference compared with the other Session 8A: Speculation and security -Life after meltdown.
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Evaluation and Security Discussion
The experimental results reported for Intel processors were performed on Intel Core i5-4570, Xeon E5-2690, E5-2667, E5-1620, P-8175 and E5-2686 CPUs. The AMD tests were on AMD EPYC 7571 and AMD FX-8150. P-8175, E5-2686 and AMD EPYC 7571 instance are from Amazon EC2. Table 2 shows the processor configurations.
Vulnerability Evaluation on Commodity CPUs
We evaluated 88 Strong effective vulnerabilities shown in Figure 2 . Figure 5 lists the experimental results when testing the 9 types of processor configurations upon 88 effective vulnerabilities. For each type of processors, a dot showing up in the figure means that the machine is vulnerable to this vulnerability. Apart from the 9 types of tested processors, Figure 5 has a row showing if the vulnerability is found in at least one tested processor, i.e., or result, and another row showing if the vulnerability is found in all tested processors, i.e., and result. Figure 5 shows that 88 effective vulnerabilities are mostly found in all the tested CPUs. Since our new cache three-step simulator considers the ideal case where 66 types of timing observations all have unique results, it outputs all the possible vulnerability types. For commodity processors, a subset of them is shown to be effective. This is due to the actual cache implementation and timing measurement methods, making some of the timing of the 66 types not differentiable, as is shown in histograms of Figure 1 . Figure 5 also demonstrates that different machines are vulnerable to different types of attacks. The and result of 9 types of processor configuration experiments have relatively small percentage of vulnerabilities to which machines are all vulnerable. We further list the statistical results as CTVS for each machine in Section 7. Figure 6 shows the results of benchmarks for all the cases of the 88 vulnerability types. Machines not supporting hyper-threading have much fewer effective cases. Similar to Figure 5 , the dot means the related processor is vulnerable to the specific case. The gray vertical lines are used to group all the cases per vulnerability (there are thus 88 vertical bars and groupings). We further collect the data in Figure 6 and group them with different 3 types as the timing observation steps in Table 3 to compare effects of different operations on processor cache timing attacks.
Analysis of Vulnerabilities Found
Local read and local write of timing observation step. Previous attacks normally used read access to implement the side-channel attacks, as analyzed in Section 3.2. However, write access is shown in Figure 6 and Table 3 to be an effective method to implement attacks as well. It has generally smaller rate compared with read access to trigger effective vulnerabilities of different cases, especially for tested machine Intel Xeon E5-1620 and E5-2690. For the 44 types of vulnerabilities (#1 -#44) that have access operation as timing observation step, Figure 6 demonstrates that there are 38 out of 44 vulnerabilities to which at least one machine is vulnerable when using read as the timing observation step. While using write access as the timing observation step, 34 out of 44 vulnerabilities are vulnerable to at least one machine.
Invalidation using cache coherence or flush for timing observation step. According to Table 3 , the percentage of vulnerabilities to which the machine is vulnerable mainly depends on processor types when comparing different invalidation-related operation as the timing observation step. Among the tested processors, Intel Xeon E5-2667 running inter-chip, AMD FX-8150 and AMD EPYC are more vulnerable to remote write Session 8A: Speculation and security -Life after meltdown.
ASPLOS '20, March 16-20, 2020 , Lausanne, Switzerland Figure 5 . Evaluation of 88 Strong types of vulnerabilities on different machines. A dot means the corresponding processor is vulnerable to the vulnerability type. Intel Xeon E5-2667 in our lab has two sockets. Therefore, the local and remote core can be both in one socket, i.e., run on-chip; or local and remote core can be in different sockets, i.e., run inter-chip.
(a) #1 -#44 vulnerability testing results on different machines. as the timing observation step. Intel Xeon E5-1620, E5-2667 running on-chip, E5-2690, E5-2686, P-8175, and Core i5-4570 are more vulnerable to flush observation step. Overall, for the 44 types of vulnerabilities (#45 -#88) that have invalidation for timing observation, remote write and flush operations both have 38 out of 44 vulnerabilities to which at least one machine is vulnerable.
Running time-slicing or hyper-threading. Besides different kinds of operations, we also collect results in Table 4 for running time-slicing and hyper-threading when the victim and the attacker run on the same core (either local or remote core). There are also vulnerabilities for which the victim and the attacker run on different cores, or vulnerabilities only having victim steps. Based on the results, running time-slicing is more vulnerable compared with running hyper-threading for Intel processors. While AMD processor EPYC 7571 shows that running hyper-threading is more vulnerable. Furthermore, hyper-threading provides more choices for the attacker to exploit the corresponding vulnerability in different ways.
Take-Aways and Need for Cache
Timing Vulnerability Benchmarks Table 5 shows the Cache Timing Vulnerability Score (CTVS) which represents the percentage of the vulnerabilities that are effective for the machine. The number on the right of "/" is the total cases of vulnerabilities for the corresponding categorization; the number on the left of "/" is the number of types to which the corresponding processor is vulnerable. For CTVS number, smaller is better. For all the 88 Strong type vulnerabilities, AMD FX-8150 has relatively better CTVS compared with Intel machines. Xeon E5-1620 and P-8175 are the most vulnerable ones among Intel processors. Otherwise, the Xeon family and AMD EPYC 7571 are generally similar. CTVS numbers vary by different machines and type of vulnerabilities. In Table 5 , CTVS numbers Session 8A: Speculation and security -Life after meltdown.
ASPLOS '20, March 16-20, 2020 , Lausanne, Switzerland Table 3 . Percentage of vulnerability cases that are effective for different types of timing observation steps for different machine configurations. The number on the right of "/" is the total cases of vulnerabilities for the corresponding categorization; the number on the left of "/" is the number of cases to which the corresponding processor is vulnerable. Machines labeled * do not support hyper-threading in hardware. for in all CPUs are small, demonstrating that only a few attacks can be effective in all the processors. These numbers are expected to be even smaller if more processors are tested. CTVS numbers for at lest one CPU are large, confirming that nearly all of the vulnerabilities derived by the new three-step model are found in real processors. type vulnerabilities generally have higher effective rates than type vulnerabilities. This is because that type vulnerabilities normally differentiate timing between L1 cache and L2 cache accesses, i.e., accessing or invalidating L1 or L2 data, which are shown in the histograms in Figure 1 to be much smaller compared with the difference between L1 cache hit and DRAM hit, for example. Especially, the timing difference between remote write to invalidate dirty L1 data and L2 data is almost non-differentiable, resulting in that related vulnerabilities (especially #25 -#28) are found to be not effective in all tested processors (shown in Figure 5 ). type vulnerabilities generally rely on timing differences between L1 cache hit and DRAM hit, or L1 cache hit and remote L1 cache hit; histograms in Figure 1 demonstrate that these access types have large timing differences, making these vulnerabilities much more effective. type vulnerabilities generally leverage the timing differences between clean L1 data invalidation and dirty L1 Table 4 . Percentage of vulnerability cases that are effective for the victim (Vic.) and the attacker (Att.) running the same core (time-slicing or hyper-threading), running different cores or within the victim for different machine configurations. The number on the right of "/" is the total cases of vulnerabilities for the corresponding categorization; the number on the left of "/" is the number of cases to which the corresponding processor is vulnerable. Machines labeled * do not support hyper-threading. data invalidation or between local access of remote clean L1 data and remote dirty L1 data; histograms in Figure 1 again show large timing differences for these, and related vulnerabilities are found to be very effective by CTVS. Meanwhile, for and type vulnerabilities, they do not have an explicit distinction of CTVS numbers for the tested processors. Use CTVS to build custom defenses. CTVS has shown that different processors are vulnerable to different attacks. Consequently, customized software or hardware defenses can be deployed for each processor based on the CTVS score, rather than defending vulnerabilities not present in the specific processor's caches. For software defenses, the access patterns from the benchmarks could be used as a reference for scanning software to find if it has similar patterns, e.g., to find malicious software that has such attack patterns.
Model
Understand limits of existing defenses using three-step model. Further, CTVS and our three-step model have shown new attack types which are unknown before, and thus, not considered by defenses based on monitoring performance counters, e.g., study [34] . This Session 8A: Speculation and security -Life after meltdown.
ASPLOS '20, March 16-20, 2020 , Lausanne, Switzerland Table 5 . Cache Timing Vulnerability Score (CTVS) for each of the tested processors. The number on the right of "/" is the total cases of vulnerabilities for the corresponding categorization; the number on the left of "/" is the number of types to which the corresponding processor is vulnerable. Smaller is better. " " and " " are internal and external interference vulnerabilities, respectively. " " and " " are setbased and address-based vulnerabilities, respectively. " " are the ones that are both set-based and address-based. points to the requirement of using new or different performance counter types in works that use active monitoring, for example. Understand micro-architecture using CTVS. The vulnerability score can also be used to help understand the implementation of different processors especially the micro-architectures. Figure 1 , flushing clean L1 data (L1cl) to DRAM and flushing clean L2 data (L2cl) to DRAM have large timing differences for Intel E5-1620 (1036 vs. 985 average cycles shown in Figure 1(e) ), but are non-differentiable for Intel E5-2690 (872 vs. 879 average cycles shown in Figure 1(f) ). With the smaller difference, it is not possible to distinguish the timing with high confidence and corresponding vulnerabilities are highly likely unexploitable on this processor.
Diving deeper, the reason for the timing variation may due to the different clock speed of Intel E5-1620 and Intel E5-2690 (3.6GHz vs. 2.9GHz), where faster clock speed will make long memory-related operations more differentiable, even if the absolute timing differences are the same. Besides that, Intel E5-1620 does not support Flex Memory Access, which improves memory access efficiency. Intel E5-2690 supports it, making two operations less differentiable on timing.
Validation of the Three-Step Model
To validate if there are any other vulnerabilities that are left out apart from all the effective vulnerabilities we derived from our cache three-step simulator, we empirically ran benchmarks for all the 17 3 = 4913 three-step combinations for 9 processor configurations.
We discovered a number of three-steps, besides the Strong, Weak and repeat types, returned by the benchmarks to have timing variations but consider all of them as false positives. The false positives that show up in every processor we tested all have the second or the third step to be , or ⋆. The corresponding types cannot be any effective vulnerabilities because these three types of states will make the attacker lose track of useful information due to whole cache flush ( , ) or zero-knowledge state inference (⋆) if they are in 2 or 3. Reason of three-steps with the second or the third step as , to seem to be effective in the result of running the benchmarks is that whole cache flush currently cannot be implemented under user-level privilege. We use approximate method to implement these states in the benchmark by invalidating every address that is related to the attacks. An approximate method is also used for ⋆ to simulate the zero-knowledge state. Therefore, the timings of , and ⋆ have extra noise leading to the false positives.
Overall, we found that there are no effective vulnerabilities that are not covered by the vulnerabilities we derived. Detailed analysis is not shown due to space limits of the paper.
Conclusion
This work presented a new three-step model and the first benchmark suite for evaluating all 88 possible Strong cache timing-based attack types in processors. The model allowed us to find 32 new timing attack types. Further, we implemented scripts to auto-generate the 1094 benchmark tests from our three-step model's 88 theoretical Session 8A: Speculation and security -Life after meltdown.
ASPLOS '20, March 16-20, 2020 , Lausanne, Switzerland attack types for testing different combinations and types of instructions that can lead to attacks on real processors. The benchmarks were run on a number of commodity processors to gave each machine the Cache Timing Vulnerability Score (CTVS) to measure the degree of the machine's robustness against cache timing-based vulnerabilities. The three-step model, benchmarks, and the CTVS can be used to measure existing systems and help design future secure caches and other defense mechanisms.
